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Abstract
This paper presents a new method in engineering education called a continuous-grouped-self-learning (CGSL) system. In general, based on feedbacks acquired from the student at the end of the implementation, students better understanding and appreciation to the courses been taught. Out of 60 students 71.7% admitted that this learning system has improved their study style and knowledge acquisition, which then agreed to be implemented in future. The observation shows that this system increases the appreciation to the knowledge better than conventional method. Apart from that the system also produced better students in term of responsibility, self-confidence, competitiveness, group work, and knowledge sharing. This is realized with the implementation of mock teaching assessment.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, teaching delivery methods have been shifted from a teacher centered learning to students centered learning. While the knowledge is expanding exponentially and dynamically in every second (Fujio, 2006), it is impossible for the tutors and the lecturers to deliver the lesson in the traditional manner anymore. The traditional teaching method places the burden of conveying the knowledge to the lecturers, tutors and laboratory instructors. More often than not, the students have the expectation that they will receive all the information and knowledge from the lecturers. Unfortunately, it happens that this approach limits the students’ appreciation to the knowledge. However, leaping into the new millennium many academic institutions have adopted a modified students-lecturers role approach not only to enhance the knowledge delivery but also developing the students’ soft-skills. Instead of the lecturers give the talks; the students now take the responsibility to enrich amongst themselves (Otung, 2001; Costa 2007; Ellis, 2007; Berry, 2003). Self-learning is a motivating self-enrichments teaching method. In conventional method, the students are being spoon-fed in lectures and tutorials whilst the exams are paper-based oriented. In this paper we propose an innovative self-learning system namely Continuous-Group-Self-Learning (CGSL) system. In this system, while the lecturer provides a minimal input (i.e fundamental concepts) to the students, they are subjected to explore and expand knowledge by acquiring the information in non-conventional way.

2. Working Principle
The working principle of CGSL system is summarized in Figure 1. This system comprises four important elements, which are lectures, group-tutorials, tests and course evaluation by students.

In the lectures, the lecturer delivers the fundamental knowledge and concepts to approach problems to the students. The information given should be sufficient enough to encourage the students to explore the knowledge themselves. Most of the time, the understanding of the knowledge implementation leads to knowledge appreciation. Apart from that, the lecturer may also suggest the information resources to the student. In this teaching approach, the roles of the lecturer and the tutor are as the guides in finding correct, useful and valid information to avoid misleading information being shared. In order to motivate the students to explore the knowledge, this system divides the students into smaller groups. This way, the study groups are unofficially formed where the student can help each other not only to find but to share the knowledge as well. The group work is a crucial factor that will decide the system’s success. Therefore, methods to assure the students help each other have to be introduced.
2.1 Delivery Method

The information harvested is then delivered by the student during the weekly tutorial sessions, which are conducted as series of presentations to provide continuous learning. Question and answer sessions are part of the assessment. The students were grouped into five (similar as study-group) and divided into two classes, which took place not more than 60 minutes per class. To motivate the success of group-work, important pushing-factors are identified. The assessments are done in group rather than individually. The group member consists of the mixture of smart and weak students in which the smarter students are expected to help out the weaker ones to understand the problems assigned. On the other hand, the weaker students shall work hard to ensure they could stand at par with the rest of the group members and to contribute in the assessment.

This way, the information is shared efficiently in the group, and consequently reduces the knowledge gap between the students. Continuous assessments from one week to another also encourage the students to practice continuous knowledge harvesting. Another important factor that can improve group work is by competition. Our tutorial is organized in such a way that the students feel that they are competing to deliver the best out of themselves. Each group has to compete in each tutorial and the winner will be receiving an incentive in terms of bonus mark. Besides from the correct answer, the group can also obtain extra marks from good questions asked in the Q and A session, which encourage students to critically induce good questions and communicate. Apart from the knowledge, we believe that this system also enable confidence gain leveling among the students.

2.2 Assessments and Evaluations

The tests, on the other hand, are done in two series, on the 5th and 10th week out of 14 weeks in a semester (Quality Assurance Unit, 2006). The test comprises group presentations where the question set is given impromptu with short but reasonable period of time to solve. The students are assessed by at least two examiners, who ask questions that dig out actual comprehension of the students. The students will take the role of the lecturer and solve the problem and they will take turn to utter out the solution. This method is known as Mock-Teaching-Oriented-Assessment (MTOA). MTOA has been used as reported in (Angelo, 1993; Shaeiwitz, 1998; Sage, 2000). This type of assessment provides the examiner clearer picture on the students understanding to the subject. In conventional writing examination, the lecturer may wrongly judge the ability of the student due to the bad handwriting, misleading question that results misleading answer, plagiarism, and the students’ health condition. Using MTOA, which assesses the student on one-to-one basis, the marks given are reflecting the actual ability of the student more accurately.

Lastly in order to observe the effectiveness of the method; students evaluations to this method are done at least twice in a semester. The question set focuses on how the students perspective about the method and how much the method has improved their knowledge in the subject. We also ask the students’ opinion on how to improve CGSL system. All these information will be analyzed and used to improve the system from one semester to another.

3. Results and Discussion

The response and observation on the implementation of Continuous-Grouped-Self-Learning (CGSL) in two engineering subjects, namely Electronics Circuit and Devices (ECC 3104); and Engineering Mathematics (ECC 3002) are reported. 60 students took part in experimenting the teaching approach in which 20 of them are from Electronics Circuit and Devices course and the rest are from Engineering Mathematics course.

As depicted in Figure 2, from 20 students who enrolled Electronics Circuit and Devices course, referring to scale 1 to 5 (bad to excellent), 46.7% found that the approach is at the level of excellent and very good (scale 5 and 4) for the lecture, while 53.3% felt the approach is at the level of good (scale 3). For tutorial and test, 60% agreed that the approach is at the level of 4 and 5, while 40% think the approach is only at level 3. None of the students opposed CGSL implementation.

For Engineering Mathematics students, 64.5% acknowledged that the lecture is best to be presented using CGSL (level 4 and 5). For the tutorial, 95.6 % reached agreement that it is best to be carried out using this approach (level 4 and 5) and 71.2% preferred (level 4 and 5) the test to be conducted this method. The percentages of disagreement to this teaching method are relatively low with 15.6% for lecture, 2.2% for tutorial and 8.9% for the test as shown in Figure 3.

Given a chance, in overall, 71.7% of the students agreed that they will implement this approach in the future while 15 % found that this approach could be implemented with some modifications. The remaining 13.3% felt that the approach is not suitable to be implemented as portrays in Figure 4.

4. Conclusions

The proposed CGSL approach envisions bridging the knowledge gap amongst students in the hope that knowledge is shared and evenly distributed. At the end of the course, the students developed the sense of responsibility not only to themselves but to the others as well. This approach makes the students appreciate the knowledge better and constructs a dynamic continuous learning environment that leads to the idea of engineers as problem solvers. A part from that,
confidence level of the student increases and the more importantly the students are able to present their work in better ways. The approach has shifted the paradigm from self-centered-spoon-fed-learning and paper-based-oriented-examination to Continuous-Grouped-Self-Learning (CGSL) with Mock-Teaching-Oriented-Assessment (MTOA).
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